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Abstract––After going through review of almost twenty-five researches on security and privacy issues of social 

networking, researchers observed that users have strong expectations for privacy on Social Networking web sites as in 

Social Networking blogs or posts content is surrounded by a very high degree of abusive or defaming content .Social 

networking has emerged as the most important source of communication in the world. But a huge controversy has 

continued in full force over supervising offensive content on internet stages. Often the abusive content is interspersed 

with the main content leaving no clean boundaries between them. Therefore, it is essential to be able to identify abusive 

content of posts and automatically rate the content according the degree of abusive content in it. While most existing 

approaches rely on prior knowledge of website specific templates and hand-crafted rules specific to websites for 

extraction of relevant content, HTML DOM analysis and visual layout analysis approaches have sometimes been used, 

but for higher accuracy in content extraction, the analyzing software needs to mimic a human user and under- stand 

content in natural language similar to the way humans intuitively do in order to eliminate noisy content. In this paper, we 

describe a combination of HTML DOM analysis and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques for rating the blogs 

and posts with automated extractions of abusive contents from them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is both a modern computational technology and a method of investigating and 

evaluating claims about human language itself. Some prefer the term Computational Linguistics in order to capture this latter 

function, but NLP is a term that links back into the history of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the general study of cognitive 

function by computational processes, normally with an emphasis on the role of knowledge representations, that is to say the 

need for representations of our knowledge of the world in order to understand human language with computers. Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) is the use of computers to process written and spoken language for some practical, useful, 

purpose: to translate languages, to get information from the web on text data banks so as to answer questions, to carry on 

conversations with machines, so as to get advice about, say, investments and so on. These are only examples of major types 

of NLP, and there is also a huge range of small but interesting applications, e.g. getting a computer to decide if one film 

story has been rewritten from another or not. NLP is not simply applications but the pure technical methods and processes 

that the major tasks mentioned above divide up into Machine Learning techniques which is automating the construction and 

adaptation of machine dictionaries, modelling human agents' beliefs and desires etc. The last task is closer to Artificial 

Intelligence, and is an important component of NLP. If computers are to involve in realistic conversations: they must, like 

human, have an internal model of them they converse with."NLP goes by many names — text analytics, data mining, 

computational linguistics — but the basic concept remains the same. NLP relates to computer systems that process human 

language in terms of its meaning. Apart from common word processor operations that treat text like a sheer sequence of 

symbols, NLP considers the hierarchical structure of language: many words make a phrase, many phrases make a sentence 

and, ultimately, sentences convey messages. By analyzing language for its meaning, NLP systems have many other useful 

roles, such as correcting grammar, converting speech to text and automatically translating text between languages. NLP can 

analyze language patterns for understanding text. One of the most convincing ways NLP offers valuable intelligence is by 

tracking sentiment — the nature of a written message (tweet, Facebook update, etc.) — and tag that text as positive, negative 

or neutral. Much can be gained from sentiment analysis. Companies can target unsatisfied customers or, find their 

competitors’ unsatisfied customers, and generate leads. These examples can be called as ―actionable insights‖ and can be 

directly implemented into marketing, advertising and sales activities. Every day, people discuss brands many of times across 

social media sites. Companies want a little of that to determine how their customer communicates, and more importantly, to 

discover important information that helps business. However, the sheer density of social conversations makes that difficult. 

Digital marketers and professionals are taking help of artificial intelligence tools like Natural Language Processing(NLP) to 

filter the social noise and properly connect with their target customers. If such tools really detect and analyse how a customer 

feels about a brand, is it possible with Natural Language Processing to analyse the blogs/posts of Social networking sites for 

detecting abused and defaming content? One of the long-term goals of artificial intelligence is to develop the programs that 

are capable of understanding and generating human language. A fundamental aspect of human intelligence seems to be not 

only the ability to use and understand natural language, but also its successful automation that have an incredible impact on 
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the usability and effectiveness of computers themselves. Understanding natural language is much more than parsing 

sentences into their individual parts of speech and looking those words up in a dictionary. Real understanding depends on 

broad background knowledge about the domain of conversation and the idioms used in that domain as well as an ability to 

apply general contextual knowledge to resolve the omissions and ambiguities that are a normal part of human speech.  

A general text analysis process includes following sub tasks.  

•  Information retrieval or identification of a corpus is a preliminary step: collecting or identifying set textual 

materials, on the Web or held in a file system, database, or content management system, for analysis. Although 

some text analytics systems bound themselves to purely statistical methods, many others apply broader natural 

language processing, such as part of speech tagging, syntactic parsing, and other types of linguistic analysis.  

•  Named entity recognition is the use of statistical techniques to identify named text features: people, organizations, 

place names, stock ticker symbols, certain abbreviations, and so on. Disambiguation — the use of contextual clues 

— may be required to decide where, for instance, "Ford" refers to a former U.S. president, a vehicle manufacturer, 

a movie star (Glenn or Harrison), a river crossing, or some other entity. 

•  Recognition of Pattern Identified Entities: Features such as telephone numbers, e-mail addresses, and quantities 

(with units) can be discerned through regular expression or other pattern matches.  

•  Coreference: identification of noun phrases and other terms that refer to the same object. • Relationship, fact, and 

event Extraction: identification of associations among entities and other information in text 

•  Sentiment analysis involves discerning subjective material and extracting various forms of attitudinal information: 

sentiment, opinion, mood, and emotion. Text analytics techniques are helpful in analyzing sentiment at the entity, 

concept, or topic level and in distinguishing opinion holder and opinion object.  

•  Quantitative text analysis is a set of techniques stemming from the social sciences where either a human judge or a 

computer extracts semantic or grammatical relationships between words in order to find out the meaning or 

stylistic patterns of a casual personal text for the purpose of psychological profiling etc. 

 

II. ROLE OF NLP IN SOCIAL MEDIA 
The rise of social media such as blogs and social networks has raised interest in sentiment analysis. With the 

increase in reviews, ratings, recommendations and other forms of online expression, online opinion has turned into a kind of 

virtual currency for businesses looking to sell their products, identify new opportunities and manage their reputations. As 

businesses look to automate the process of filtering out the noise, understanding the conversations, identifying the relevant 

content and actioning it properly, many are now looking to the field of sentiment analysis. If web 2.0 was all about 

democratizing publishing, then the next stage of the web may well be based on democratizing data mining of all the content 

that is getting published. One step towards this aim is accomplished in research, where several research teams in universities 

around the world currently focus on understanding the dynamics of sentiment in e-communities through sentiment analysis. 

The CyberEmotions project, for instance, recently identified the role of negative emotions in driving social networks 

discussions. Sentiment analysis could therefore help understand why certain e-communities die or weaken away (e.g., 

MySpace) while others seem to grow without limits (e.g., Facebook). However Social Networking Sites now days are using 

such techniques to get more smart. Facebook is using natural language processing to group posts in your News Feed, and 

link to a Page relevant to the topic that is being discussed. If more than one of  our friends post about the same topic, and it 

has a Page on the social network, the posts will be grouped under a  Posted About story, even if your friends don’t explicitly 

tag the Page. The story is posted in the following format: ―[Friend] and [x] other friends posted about [Page]‖ where the last 

part is a link to the Page in question.  

But besides this tracking sentiment in the popular social networking sites and blogs has long been of need of today. 

With the availability of blogs and posts via social networking, it is now possible to automate some aspects of this process. A 

system can be developed that will use active machine learning technique to monitor sentiment in blogs and posts from 

popular social networking sites. The proposed system has two novel aspects. Firstly, it generates an aggregated posts feed 

containing diverse set of messages relevant to the concerned subject. This allows users to read the posts/blogs from their 

preferred social networking sites and annotate these posts/blogs as ―positive‖ or ―negative‖ through embedded links. 

Secondly, the results of this manual annotation process are used to train a supervised learner that labels a much larger set of 

blogs/posts. The annotation and classification trends can be subsequently tracked online. The main motivation for applying 

machine learning techniques in this context is to reduce the annotation effort required to train the system. Annotates can only 

be asked to annotate approximately ten blogs/posts per day where the remaining articles are classified using a supervised 

learning system trained on the smaller set of manually annotated articles. A number of machine learning techniques can be 

used in the system.  

In recent years, blogs have become increasingly popular and have changed the style of communications on the 

Internet. Blogs allow readers to interact with bloggers by placing comments on specific blog posts. The commenting 

behavior not only implies the increasing popularity of a blog post, but also represents the interactions between an author and 

readers. To extract comments from blog posts is challenging. Each blog service provider has its own templates to present the 

information in comments. These templates do not have a general specification about what components must be provided in a 

comment or how many complete sub-blocks a comment is composed of. HTML documents are composed of various kinds 

of tags carrying structure and presentation information, and text contents enwrapped by tags. The input to pattern 

identification is an encoded string from an encoder. Each token in the string represents an HTML tag or a non-tag text. The 

algorithm scans the tokens. When encountering a token that is likely to be the head of a repetitive pattern (called a ―rule‖ 

hereafter too), the subsequent tokens are examined if any rules can be formed. Many kinds of irrelevant comments are 

posted. For example, spam comments may carry advertisements with few links. Besides, commenter may just leave a 

message for greeting. Identifying relevant comments is an important and challenging issue for correctly fining the opinion of 

readers. Natural Language Processing (NLP) can be leveraged in any situation where text is involved. NLP involves a series 
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of steps that make text understandable (or computable). A critical step, lexical analysis is the process of converting a 

sequence of characters into a set of tokens. Subsequent steps leverage these tokens to perform entity extraction (people, 

places, things), concept identification and the annotation of documents with this and other information. From the blogs/posts, 

a query selection process selects a diverse set of blogs/posts for manual annotation. The remainder is classified as ―positive‖ 

or ―negative‖ by a Bayes classifier based on the comparison with manual annotation. Naïve Bayes classifier would be 

effective for producing aggregate sentiment statistics analysis with due care that should be taken in the training process. The 

Bayesian Classifier is capable of calculating the most probable output depending on the input. It is possible to add new raw 

data at runtime and have a better probabilistic classifier. A naive Bayes classifier assumes that the presence (or absence) of a 

particular feature of a class is unrelated to the presence (or absence) of any other feature, given the class variable. For 

example, a fruit may be considered to be an apple if it is red, round, and about 4" in diameter. Even if these features depend 

on each other or upon the existence of other features, a Naive Bayes classifier considers all of these properties to 

independently contribute to the probability that this fruit is an apple.  

 

Typical Naive Bayes algorithm has following different  

methods used in it.  

use Algorithm::NaiveBayes;  

my $nb = Algorithm::NaiveBayes->new; 

$nb->add_instance 

(attributes => {foo => 1, bar => 1, baz => 3}, 

label => 'sports'); 

 

$nb->add_instance 

(attributes => {foo => 2, blurp => 1}, 

label => ['sports', 'finance']); 

... repeat for several more instances, then: 

$nb->train; 

 

# Find results for unseen instances 

my $result = $nb->predict 

(attributes => {bar => 3, blurp => 2}); 

 

The methods used in above algorithm can be explained as follows. 

new() 

Creates a new Algorithm::NaiveBayes object and returns it.  

The following parameters are accepted: 

add_instance( attributes => HASH, label => STRING|ARRAY ) 

Adds a training instance to the categorizer. The attributes parameter contains a hash reference whose keys are string 

attributes and whose values are the weights of those attributes. For instance, if you're categorizing text documents, the 

attributes might be the words of the document, and the weights might be the number of times each word occurs in the 

document. 

The label parameter can contain a single string or an array of strings, with each string representing a label for this 

instance. The labels can be any arbitrary strings. To indicate that a document has no applicable labels, pass an empty array 

reference. 

train() 

Calculates the probabilities that will be necessary for categorization using the predict() method. 

predict ( attributes => HASH ) 

Use this method to predict the label of an unknown instance. The attributes should be of the same format as you passed to 

add_instance(). predict() returns a hash reference whose keys are the names of labels, and whose values are the score for 

each label. Scores are between 0 and 1, where 0 means the label doesn't seem to apply to this instance, and 1 means it does.  

As with most computer systems, NLP technology lacks human-level intelligence, at least for the likely future. On a 

text-by-text basis, the system’s conclusions may be wrong — sometimes very wrong. For instance, the tweeted phrase 

―You’re killing it!‖ may either mean ―You’re doing great!‖ or ―You’re a terrible gardener!‖ No automated sentiment 

analysis that currently exists can handle that level of nuance. Furthermore, certain expressions (―ima‖) or abbreviations 

(―#ff‖) fool the program, especially when people have 140 characters or less to express their opinions, or when they use 

slang, profanity, misspellings and neologisms. 

Finally, much of social media interaction is personal, expressed between two people or among a group. Much of 

the language reads in first or second person (―I,‖ ―you‖ or ―we‖). This type of communication directly contrasts with news or 

brand posts, which are likely written with a more detached, omniscient tone. Furthermore, each of the above social media 

participants likely varies their language when they choose to post to Twitter vs. Facebook vs. Tumblr. Last but not least, the 

English language and intonation differs hugely based on the source and the forum. 

  

 

 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
NLP is a tool that can help protect your privacy providing insight into the blogs and posts. However, it is not 

meant to replace human intuition. In social media environments, NLP helps to cut through noise and extract vast amounts of 
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data to help understand customer perception, and therefore, to determine the most strategic response. The challenges to 

producing useful applications of content analysis of Blogs/Posts, particularly within the context of automated analyses, are 

substantial. However, the benefits of a such analysis are even more substantial, including greater confidence in knowledge 

and the ability to predict future outcomes. In partial pursuit of such a manifesto, this paper mentions briefly algorithmic 

proposal for analysing contents of blogs and posts in social networking using natural language processing with supplemental 

user involvement.  
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